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Z-Festival:
‘Here, the   breeders still matter’

‘We all know how the world works and studbooks are inevitably a part of the world’, a breeder 
muses, waiting for the verdict from the jury. Then, in one breath, he fi nishes his line of thought: 
‘But there is one great exception, the little brother in Europe, who is steadily growing into an 
adult leader. The studbook starting with the last letter of the alphabet deserved the fi rst letter; 
an A status in the ranking of best studbook. It is not an un-called for remark, but a status that 
Z deserves after 20 years of freedom, indomitability and consistency. Now everyone is picking 
the fruits thereof. There will hardly be any breeders who do not appreciate Z. Almost everyone 
has opened his eyes, some a little sooner than others, but it does not matter, better late than 
never.’ 

sheer unlimited possibilities. Nowadays we can avail 
of all facilities to cross the best genes, wherever they 
are. Studbook Zangersheide already realised that this 
was possible two decades ago. Then it was the fi rst and 
perhaps the only one, today everyone has realised it and 

as a breeder you are always better off with the original 
and that is undeniably Studbook Zangersheide. Breeders 
do not want to be controlled. That works awkward and 
discouraging. The weakness of the traditional studbooks 
has become the power of Zangersheide. Why else is it 
that more and more breeders switch over to Z every 
year? Because as a breeder you get the feeling that with 
Studbook Zangersheide your breeding still matters, it 
is still concerned about us and exclusively about us’, 
another breeder remarks: ‘you get the feeling that your 
are genuinely appreciated, you are free in your views 
and yet you feel bound by the same view.’

The tone is set, Z breeders are purposeful breeders whose 
choice is respected. ‘When I talk to my colleagues at Z 
Festival, I often hear them say that they have enough of 

A colleague agrees with him: ‘With one studbook you get 
swamped with rules, with another you have to belong 
to a certain circle or you do not belong and have no 
chance at all, not even with the best foal or horse. But 
people get wiser, better informed and technique offers 
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being put in a straight-jacket. Or they are so unfortunate 
as to live in a certain region that is ruled by the subtle 
pressure of the local barony. It does not work that way 
with Zangersheide. Look at Z Festival, the three foreign 
members of the jury from France and Germany do not 
know us, they do not have a past history and they just 
assess a foal at the moment it is presented. That can be a 
favourable or unfavourable moment and when you are 
honest to yourself, you know that. That is the prevalent 
feeling, that it is a fair assessment. This is what the 
breeders like about Zangersheide.’

The disadvantage of Z-Festival is the waiting, the 
advantage is that this gives breeders the time to talk with 
one another: ‘Of course we appreciate  that Z does a lot 
for its breeders, such as the premiums, the Z-Ranking 
and the lottery in which you can have the good fortune 
to win. The Z Quality Auction, too, is a great help for us 
breeders. All that is great, but the essence is that breeders 

are treated fair and correct by Studbook Zangersheide 
and that you are respected in your choice. For let us be 
fair, breeding is not something you do for money, if you 
believe that, you are fooling yourself. When you earn 
money that is fine and always welcome, but it should 
never be the main reason for breeding. Breeding is based 
on passion, on emotion. The serious appreciation you 
receive for your creation, that is what matters, and then 
it is not even so important anymore whether you finish 
first or tenth at the foal championships.’

Everyone agrees about that, no-one comes to Z-Festival 
with very high expectations. The breeder that wins, has 
one of his finest moments. But finer still is that more value 
is attached to Z-Festival itself. A Z champion is not just 
any champion. ‘You can win the Genoelselderen GP or 
you can win the Aachen GP. They are both victories, but 
the Aachen GP is just a little different, just like winning 
a foal championship at Z-Festival is just a little different. 

It is incomparable, because everyone knows by now that 
Z-Festival is objective. 
Going by numerous reactions, I have the impression that 
Zangersheide has become the standard, says Andre van 
Hooft, who won the champion’s title with Beagle Z. 

Z-Festival does not leave anyone unmoved, especially 
not when you go home with a good place or a champion. 
Thierry Hendrickx could not keep his eyes dry, his 
emotions got to him. That, too, is Z-Festival: ‘If this 
does not move you, you must be made from steel. In the 
past two years I have had to lose my brother age 31 and 
my father died of cancer. When you are in the ring with 
your foal and you get such a reward, it suddenly gets to 
you. The tension builds up, you wait for the verdict from 
the jury and in one fraction of a second your whole life 
moves past your eyes like a movie’, Hendrickx explains: 
‘Our breeding is a family affair, we get up with it in the 
morning and it is our last thought before we fall asleep. 

We are absurdly passionate about it. When you are then 
unexpectedly rewarded for your efforts and passion, 
that gives you one mighty boost. You want to breed the 
best possible foal every year and, true, sometimes you 
get disappointed. That is part of it, opinions can differ. 
I can accept that a colleague breeder has truly deserved 
the victory. The birth of your children are the finest 
moments in your life, but for breeders the birth of their 
foals comes close.’

The jury consisted of Xavier Leredde, Ulrich Kasselmann 
and Harm Thormählen, real veterans who have more than 
earned their medal in the profession. Their conclusion 
was unanimously and Thormählen summarized it with 
this anecdote: ‘Once I bought a foal at one of the first 
auctions of Zangersheide. It was a good enough foal, 
although it never became an exceptionally good horse. 
That is what is different today. When we now look at 
the offer, you see the evolution of foals with exclusively 
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a famous sire to foals from powerful lineages. The 
circle is completed, nowadays the dam has become at 
least as important as the sire.’ Xavier Leredde added: 
‘This is my fifth year on this jury, the foals are getting 
more beautiful and have a better canter. There must be 
a reason. Because of the Europeanisation you really see 
the best blood of Europe in Lanaken and this is thanks 
to the philosophy of Z. The competition is high and that 
is a plus for the business.’

Z-Festival is not only visited by breeders, also dealers 
go there to scout. They see Z-Festival as a pre-auction: 
‘’Like the auction, at Z-Festival you get a representative 
picture of the foal offer. You can drive around for weeks 
to all the corners of the land, but you are better off going 
to Lanaken for two days. Breeders bring their better foals 

to Z-Festival and that offers a representative picture of 
the birth year’, one dealer explains. They walk around 
with pen and catalogue and run from the photo shoot to 
the ring, with a stop underway to look at what’s going 
round in the paddock. ‘I always try to lay my hands on 
a few foals and when I do not get them, I keep them in 
mind for in September.’ One thing is certain, Z-Festival is 
there for the breeders and their foals, they play the main 
role. Sixty chosen ones we will see back in September 
during the WC for Young Horses in the Zangersheide 
Quality Auction. Many breeders agree: ‘Of course, 
getting a good price is fine, but in the first place we want 
that our foal ends up well in its new home and gets all 
the chances there to develop its talents. Z-breeders, they 
are motivated people with a passion and a mission.
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Z is alive!
Of course, every championship is important, although you read the degree of importance of a 
title from the reactions and a champion at Z-Festival gets the biggest response. This tells you 
something about the value of the Zangersheide Foal Championships. Or, as the breeders put it: 
Z is alive!

The platform climbers…
A young stallion or a proven sport stallion, a beginning 
breeder or a veteran Z breeder from the fi rst hour, at 
Zangersheide only the result counts. Mrs De Rooij can 

confi rm this. Last year she started at Z-Festival for the 
fi rst time, it had been her fi rst year as Z breeder and her 
very fi rst Z foal immediately fi nished in second place. 
She presented Classimo Z (Clarissimo Z) who only had 
to give way to champion Levaro Z (Levisto Z) from 

Piet Janssen. Nevertheless, what a start for Stal Vonders 
from Laag Keppel. Several months later Classimo Z was 
auctioned for 13,000 €. This year De Rooij presented 
L’Esperance La Vie Z, a daughter of Lordanos out of the 
Burggraaf daughter Vive La Vie. This time they won the 
championship in the fi lly category ‘B’. L’Esperance La Vie 
Z gets it from Vivre DK Z by Vagrant Z, bred by Stal De 
Krochten. Vagrant Z is a son of Vagabond de la Pomme, 
in turn a son of World Champion Vigo d’Arsouilles. The 
dam of Vagrant Z is Careful Z, a daughter of Carthago 
Z. Stal De Krochten bred both the dam and sire of Vivre 
DK Z, the fi rst foal of Vagrant Z. A second place was the 
best result so far of Stal De Krochten at Z-Festival. We 
will not see Vivre at the auction, De Krochten fi rst wants 
to breed a few foals out of her, then bring her under 
saddle and sell her. Marc Kempeneers from Dekstation 

de Cumul in Kappellen won bronze in the category fi llies 
‘B’, with a daughter of Chellano Alpha Z; Chellana 
Cumul Z.

Serena From Second Life Z was the champion of the 
category ‘A’. Thierry Hendrikx picked out Sandro Boy 
as sire and Wonne as dam. She is a daughter of Quantum 
(Quidam de Revel) and a half-sister to Con Air, who we 
know in the sport under Otto Becker and Jose Larocca. 
Thierry Hendrikx started breeding fi ve years ago and 
always has his foals assessed by the jury of Z-Festival. 
The Hendrikx family has so far always reached the 
fi nals, even a few platform places. Last year he fi nished 
second, this year it was bingo and Hendrikx experienced 
the best moment in his still short breeding career. Like 
last year, Frans Vaessen from Weert again had the reserve 

L’Esperance La Vie Z

Serena From Second Life Z
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champion. This time it was Crown Raphire Z (Crown Z 
x Indoctro), the full sister of Crownphire Z, who finished 
second in the colts last year. At the Z Quality Auction 
he was one of the taste-makers and eanred his breeder 
19,000 euro.

‘I have been a loyal member of Zangersheide for several 
years and always come to Z-Festival. I believe that I have 
auctioned six foals already via the Z Quality Auction.’ 
The dam of the Indoctro daughter that brings Vaessen 
so much success is Witney van ‘t Merelsnest, is from a 
twin by Ahorn Z. The colt was sold to South Africa, the 
filly was bought by Frans Vaessen. Out of her he bred a 
daughter of Indoctro, who in turn supplied two reserve 
champions by Crown Z. Next year he is expecting a foal 
by Levisto Z. From the German Stall Kochs a Casall filly, 
Casalli Z, finished third, just before Diamant Z (Diamant 
de Semilly) from Mullens Smit in Gilze.

Comanchero Z (Comilfo Plus Z) was already the third 
champion for Ralf and Anita from Recht, an idyllic 
village in east Flanders. Every year Ralf and Anita are 
taking a risk, as they put it, by choosing a young stallion. 
However, they used Comilfo Plus Z in combination with 
Colessa Z (Coronado) who guarantees quality, as she 
proved in the past. In this way the breeding trend applied 
by Hammes matched that of Z-Festival, specifically that 
the total picture must be right. Which means that the 
dam is as important as the sire. Applaus Z became the 
reserve champion. This colt from Zangersheide was sired 
by Aktion Pur Z and came out of Cocaine Z, a daughter 
of Caretano Z x Carthago Z.

Thierry Hendrikx

Comanchero Z
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Guy Haerens from Maldegem won bronze with Castillon 
d’Argilla Z (Casaro x Nagano). Guy Haerens is a former 
showjumping rider and trainer of thoroughbred horses 
and he runs a thoroughbred stallion station. Ten years 
ago he also started breeding showjumping horses. 
The foundation dam at Haerens’ studfarm is Sarah 
de Saint Pierre. The licensed stallion Csarano and the 
broodmare Faranah d’Argilla are her only products. Sara 
de Saint Pierre was the first showjumping horse that Guy 
Haerens bought for his sport, in 1998, at the Mechelen 
auction. She had had an international career under Koen 
Vereecke and Philippe Le Jeune. Sarah had jumped at 
top-level, in Aachen, Calgary, La Baule, Hickstead and 
Dublin. Sarah’s daughter Faranah is dam of the bronze-
winning Castillon. Faranah is again in foal to Casario 
(Cassini I) and Guy Haerens hopes that this time, after 
four colts, he gets a filly

Cees Klaver was one of the first to congratulate Andre 
Van Hooft with his champion colt Beagle Z. Of course, 
because with Big Star jr K Z Van Hooft had bred a son 
of Big Star out of the dam of Taloubet Z. Big Star jr K Z 
was licensed by Zangersheide last year. Beagle Z is from 
his first crop. Andre Van Hooft has more than enjoyed 
himself at Z-Festival. He came to Lanaken with Zeppe 
de Sabette Z (Zandor Z). He owns that filly together 
with Ad van den Hoogen. As he was in Zangersheide 
anyway, he also entered his own colt Beagle Z. The 
result: Beagle Z was the champion and Zeppe de Sabette 
Z came fourth. 

The silver was for Bro For Fun Z, from the partners 
Eis Brinkman and Norbert Lodewijks. ‘Would you 
believe it? Two newcomers from Groningen take the 
cake!’, laughs Brinkman: ‘Yes, we really cried tears of 
happiness, this was so exciting and great. Groningen lies 
some distance away from Lanaken and we just wanted to 
have a nice weekend. And then this happens.’ Brinkman 
and Lodewijks are friends sharing a passion for horse 
breeding. Two years ago they bought Cato (Contender x 
Lavall I) from Van Montfoort. He is not an unfamiliar at 
Zangersheide, in 2007 he had already bred a champion 
foal out of this mare (Sting Z). The first foal from 
Brinkman - Lodewijks, by Numero Uno, was auctioned 
last year at the Z Quality Auction and this year also 
Bro For Fun Z (Baltic VDL) is in the auction catalogue. 
‘We really are doing this just for fun, look at our stable 
name For Fun, but we want to do it right. It is great to 
get acknowledgement’, they feel. The bronze in the colts 
category B was for Classic Bleu Hivette Z (Chacco Blue) 
bred by Danny Marteaux from Kaggevinne, Belgium.

Bro For Fun Z

Beagle Z

Highest score for Levisto Alpha Z 
The jury of a jumping class for 4-yr-olds at Z-Festival 
awarded the highest score to Levisto Alpha Z under 
Kris Christiaens. This clone from Levisto won with five 
points ahead from Bart Van Oojen on Quick Cash Z 
(Quatro Z x Caballo) from Stal Everse. Tom Dhaeyere 
(Cigaret JV H Z, Clinton x Kannan) finished third, 
before Air Jordan Alpha Z, again under Kris Christiaens 
from Zangersheide.
Winner of the free jumping for 3-yr-olds was Zandora Z 
(Zandor Z), who owes some of it to her sire Ceritis vd 
Veldenkenshoeve Z (Cicero van Paemel Z).

WC Qualifiers
Twice Leon Kuypers in the 5-yr-olds
The finals for the 5-yr-olds earned Leon Kuypers two 
wild cards, with Sandrino Z (Sandro Boy) and Zamira Z 
(Zirocco Blue VDL). On Saturday Christof Kauert won 
on Dream Boy Z (Diamant de Semilly) before Julien 
Denayer on Colino v Westleven Z (Crown Z) from Peter 
Postelmans. Many 5-yr-olds stayed clear, so time made 
the difference for the four wild cards. 

Sandrino Z

Zandora Z

Levisto Alpha Z
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 On Sunday Patrik Spits won the fi nal class on Caveman 
of Two Notes Z (Cardent). He had had one fault on 
Saturday and therefore no longer qualifi ed for a place in 
the top four. Guy Janssens (Qiazetta Z, Quasimodo Z 
x Utrillo Z) came second on Sunday and had also gone 
clear on Saturday.  He did get a wild card. Bart Van 
Oojen is another of the lucky ones. With Let It Be VDV 
Z (Let’s Go VDV) from breed-owner E. Van der Vaart he 
fi nished 4th and 13th, not having a single fence down. 

Casuality Z

Casuality Z wins 6-yr-olds
Last year he was reserve world champion. Casuality 
Z was bred in the Netherlands by Ton Vullers, who is 
closely co-operating with Leon Spronken. Many of his 
horse are trained in Dorperheide and this is also how 
Casuality Z came to Pieter Clemens. After his silver WC 
medal, Casuality Z moved to Zangersheide. The now 
6-yr-old Casuality is trained by Tobias Thoenes. The 
mare did not make a single mistake in two days and 
always fi nished second, on the Saturday and the Sunday. 
That made her best horse in the end.

Valence DH Z was twice third and therefore claims 
second place in the fi nal ranking. DH stands for the 
studfarm of Jos Ceulemans, called in full Dwerse Hagen. 
Jos is the greatest fan of his self-bred stallion Va Vite and 
at Dwerse Hagen some 40 foals by Va Vite are born every 
year. Son-in-law Patrik Spits takes the responsibility for 
their training and with his two platform places earned 
a wild card for the WC. The second wild card went to 
Utrilly Z. This daughter of Utrillo Z, bred by Smeets, 
came fourth both on the Saturday and the Sunday. Her 
rider Manon Hees may also come to the WC, As does 
Jan Van Alken and Cloe vh Kapelhof Z, a daughter of 
Chippendale Z, bred and owned by Johan Saelmans. On 
Saturday Cloe stranded, after a clear round, in eighth 
place, but on Sunday she won the second qualifi er. 

Valence DH Z
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Wild cards for the BC Gesves
In the two qualifi ers for young Z-horses, the top three in each age group earned a wild card for the world 
championships. Many young horses were as good as one another and fi nished in shared place, between 
which we did not see a difference, of course. All shared places in the top three can therefore come to the WC 
in September. Besides those fi nishing in the top of the ranking for the WC, the following fi ve can go to the 
BC in Gesves thanks to a wild card.

Clockwise of Greenhill Z is one of the 

lucky ones earning a wild card for the 

BC in Gesves.

Utrilly Z Cloe vh Kapelhof Z




